Installation Instructions for Vortex Water Energisers
Tap water can be toxic, repulsive, dead, low on energy, flat and
lacking "flavour" in ways we only notice when we put life back into
it and taste the difference.
A Vortex Water Energiser pointed at a water pipe and tied in place
transfers energy from the Energiser and into water. The Energiser
gives the water inside the pipe increased spin that is tasted as
aliveness and seen as sparkle and oxygenation.
Increased spin is by its nature increased energy and frequency and involves changes in weight and
levitation. Unlikely as it may seem, until it is tasted, Energiser water does feel lighter and more
uplifting to drink or shower with.
Water use spin and energy to cleans itself naturally in rocky, mountain streams. Viktor Schauberger
desribes ow water cleans itself, tumbling over and around rocks and how it loses energy forced into
straight pipes and held in water tanks.
Schauberger's understanding of the levitation furthered the development of space-craft propulsion in
the 1940s and 50s. His and Nikola Tesla's work were discredited by a military-industrial complex
that wanted to use it to their own advantage and so ridiculed ideas of abundant, free energy, such as
aether, even though Einstein, Bohr and other scientists agreed on its existence in the early 1900s.
The Michelson-Morely aether experiment did not disprove the aether as claimed. Sympathetic
vibration and resonance have been poorly understood since then.
It is up to the reader to decide what truth is, based on the changes they experience in their water,
without putting accepted science ahead of results they achieve. Those installing Vortex Water
Energisers might find a rocky stream to observe and see that the rocks are vibrating to the pulse of
the water and transferring energies that they receive from the water back to the water.
High frequency energy water dancing, cleansing, energising and streaming itself through mountain
forests has been lovingly reproduced using water eggs and large Vortex Water Energisers. Water
holding this energy is placed inside the hollow copper tubes of each of our Energisers and
Harmonisers.
Appreciation of this energy transfer actually makes our Energisers and Harmonisers even more
effective not because, as Masaru Emoto established, water readily responds to the thoughts, feelings
and belief systems of those around it, but because the water in the Energiser actually has enough
energy to respond to what you ask it to do!
The bio-energy field of the Vortex Energiser can be strong enough to increase the energy
frequencies of a whole house or apartment, if all its energy is not needed to improve the water.
This high energy water is held in by rivets. Freezing Energisers and Harmonisers will expand the
water and may pop the rivets causing leakage of the water and loss of much of this ability.
The spiral itself acts as flow form drawing in earth energies, detoxifying damaging environmental
energies such as EMF and WiFi, and transmits a healthy, transformative, bio-magnetic energy field
for home, person, water, air and food. However without high-energy water inside it an Energiser or
Harmoniser would be very much like an empty pyramid, powerful but not as powerful as once was.

Benefiting from the Vortex Energiser before Installing it
The Vortex Energiser (approx 20cm in height and 18cm in diameter) or in the case
of the larger Industrial size (approx 23cm by 19.5cm) is spirals of copper tubing
containing highly energised water that gathers energy into vortexes in a process
known as implosion and uses this energy as nature does to energise, cleanse and
revitalise water.
The special water, and its shape, makes the Vortex Energiser a cosmic antenna and
amplifier which takes its energy directly from the quantum source field or ether, a subtle form of
energy that is all around us.
No electrical power supply is required. Just placing the Vortex Water Energizer beside ordinary
"lifeless" water causes it to become charged and healthy again. Direct contact with water is not
necessary as the energy is transferred by way of vibration and resonance, similar to one tuning fork
picking up the vibration of another tuning fork, even if the first one has not been vibrated.
Before you tie the Vortex Water Energizer to your water mains pipe, we recommend you first use it
on all closed heating and cooling systems, such as the car, central heating, fridge and freezer.
Because these are closed systems 24 hours is usually enough time to transfer all the energy needed
before the Energiser is used elsewhere.

Attachment to Heating and Cooling Systems
To energize a central heating system lay the Vortex Energizer on the floor with the
apex pointing at and touching a pipe coming down from one of the radiators.
Leave the Vortex Energizer in this position for 24 hours, preferably with the
heating on. This will ensure that the energy is taken on by the whole system.
You may like to do the same with your fridge and freezer. All food contains water and will benefit
from being energized. This has shown to improve the taste and prolong the life of food and drinks.
Simply put the Vortex Water Energizer in the fridge for 24 hours to transfer the energy to food
stored within the fridge and to the cooling system. The energized cooling system will ensure that
new food coming into the fridge will be energized even after the Vortex Energiser has been
removed. You may also leave the Vortex Water Energizer touching one of the cooling pipes coming
from the compressor for 24 hours.
Do not place the Vortex Energizer in the freezer. Freezing does not affect the performance of the
Vortex Water Energizer but may result in the rivets (which seal the pipe ends) being forced out by
the expanding water.

Cars, Spas, Ponds and Swimming Pools
You may carry out the same procedure with your car's cooling system or even submerge the Vortex
Energizer in your garden pond or swimming pool. An energized car cooling system transfers life
force into the car cabin via the heat exchanger.

Energising Your Self
You may also keep it near you for a day and night to increase your bio-energy field. After you have
done so drinking vortex structured water will maintain a now stronger, healthier energy field and
give you a continued degree of protection from surrounding energies.

You don't have to do a whole 24 hours. If you find having it near you too intense reduce the amount
of time or take rests away from it. Wearing a personal Harmoniser pendant and having a large EMF
Space Harmoniser in your home and workplace will allow your body to change more gradually.
To give you more energy (if you want it) and to further protect you from outside influences we
recommend wearing a personal Harmoniser pendant and having EMF Space and Room
Harmonisers in your home and workplace. The latter are best placed near WiFi routers, phones or
on the side of home between were people most are and smart meters, transformers, cell towers,
motorways and neighbouring apartment blocks.

Attachment to Main Water Supply Pipe
After you have used it near you and in the rest of the house we recommend that
you attach the Vortex Energizer permanently to the pipe bringing in all your water
or after your drinking water filtration system. You need the Vortex Energizer here
at all times to ensure that new incoming water becomes energised. For maximum
efficiency the Vortex Energiser needs to be fixed to the main pipe in such a way
that its apex is in direct contact with the pipe. The two straps provided are used to tie the apex and a
lower winding of the Vortex Energizer to the pipe. Point it in the direction of water flow.
This method of attachment works equally well for vertical and horizontal pipes. The spiral draws
energies in and transfers them to the water through both its tip and spirals. The most effective
position can be to have the inside (concave) curve of the tip touching the pipe. Do what feels best.
In some types of accommodation, there may be more than one mains water supply pipe and pipes
may be less accessible. In this case attach them right on pipes before taps and shower heads if you
have room to do so. If you can't do this suspend a Vortex Water Energizer in the middle of
bathroom or kitchen and/or with flat 3 spiral Room Harmonisers near to each device.
The Vortex Water Energiser works through any type of pipe, metal or plastic. Narrow pipes with a
joiners can be opened and passed through the centre of the Vortex Water Energiser.
The 20 x 18cm size is usually enough for pipes up to 20mm in diameter. Larger diameter pipes can
have more than one Energiser or an Industrial Vortex Energiser. The latter is usually enough for
water pipes up to 30 - 40 mm in diameter. It is about twice the weight (approx 800g) and has about
3 times the strength. Tarnishing of the copper does not affect the function of either in any way.
Allow 30 minutes of attachment after installation for water standing in the pipe to start being
changed noticeably. The stronger the earth energies are where your building is located, the higher
the initial quality of your water and the fewer damaging man-made energies there are in your home
and neighbourhood the faster you will notice effects. Up to 2 hours has been needed in some
situations.
Other Harmonisers and Energisers in the home help Vortex Water Energisers to be more effective.
Alternative uses include: Septic Tanks - some have not needed emptying for 20 years or more.
Land Energisers - may increase grass, crop and meat production two-fold or need half the water or
fertiliser. Clinic Energisers - used on the body for health improvement at home and professionally.
There are as uses are as many as you can imagine.
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These photographs taken by Prof. David Schweitzer through a phase contrast darkfield microscope
at 4000x magnification show changes to the micro cluster structure as a result of being energised
with the Vortex Water Energizer. On the left is untreated London tap water. Schweitzer attached the
Energiser to the pipe just before the tap, through which he let tap water run for 10 minutes after
which he drew a sample of water from the tap, which produced the middle and right images clearly
showing the increased structure and more vibrant biophoton emissions of increased life energy.

Biophotons are molecular light emissions, which according to Prof. Fritz Popp, regulate cell growth
and regeneration as well as controlling all biochemical processes.
After his tests Prof. Schweitzer commented:
"Now, as you can see on the images, it is beyond words! The beauty, color and structure are
unparalleled to anything I have ever seen. I personally cannot explain, how and why this
transformation of the water clusters has been so dramatic after applying the Vortex Energizer. There
are two main cluster structures that appear after letting the water run for 10 minutes through the
Energiser field. It is the branch shape and some geometric shapes of a very unusual kind. It is
apparent that these two shapes represent the female and male, respectively. I have never seen water
samples which contains both these shapes before. This is very balanced water. I used the tilting of
1.12 degrees of the table, 4000X computer enhancement, polarizing filter, with 820 NM light
source."
Independent tests by the Biofield Laboratory in Vienna have shown that the physical properties pH
and conductivity of water change in a subtle way with energization. In some tests the pH of acidic
bi-distilled water was raised towards the 'normal' region of pure water. These changes appear to be a
direct result of the clustering of the molecules in the presence of increased energy.
Minerals may be dissolved into highly charged colloidal particles or transported inside clusters of
liquid crystalline water molecules created by hydrogen bonding. This may explain why many
people experience a reduction in the taste of chlorine and hardness with a Vortex Energiser.
Transformation of toxic chemicals in some way makes them less harmful, though they are not
actually eliminated. BOVIS values suggest that once a high enough spin energy is transferred to
toxics they are no longer absorbed and at higher frequencies they may even be transmuted. Highlyenergized water also strengthens the immune system helping the body to handle toxic substances
without harm. This Kirlian photograph shows a highly charged,
beautifully structured energy state attained after Energiser exposure.
My kinesiology (muscle tests), confirm water undergoes favourable
changes in pH, oxygenation, hydrogen content, micro-vortex energy
content, BOVIS, ORP (oxygenation-reduction potential), viscosity
(smoothness), dissolves dirt and minerals more and increases the
nutritional value and healing power of foods, drinks, homeopathics, gem
essences and natural medicines - David Baillie, 2017
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